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We probe spatial and temporal order memory retrieval within the human hippocampus.
We employ high-resolution imaging to visualize subﬁelds of the hippocampus.
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Hippocampal similarity shows unique patterns for spatial and temporal distance.
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a b s t r a c t
While numerous studies indicate the involvement of the hippocampus in encoding and retrieval of spatial and temporal context, the neural basis of spatial and temporal processing within the hippocampal
circuit remains unclear. We employed a novel paradigm in which participants encoded stores within a
spatial layout by visiting them in a speciﬁc temporal order. Participants then underwent high-resolution
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) targeting the hippocampus while retrieving details of the
spatial or temporal context in alternating blocks. During retrieval, participants made judgments about
either near or far intervals within the spatial layout or temporal sequence. Across both near and far
intervals, we found that retrieving spatial layout and temporal order information resulted in comparable
levels of activation in the hippocampus that was not preferentially localized to a speciﬁc subﬁeld. Furthermore, using a multivariate approach called multivariate pattern similarity analysis (MPSA), we found that
correct near judgments vs. correct far judgments differed in their patterns of activity for spatial vs. temporal order judgments. Despite these differences in MPSA patterns, we did not ﬁnd any speciﬁc subﬁelds
differentially recruited for spatial vs. temporal order retrieval. We discuss our results in terms of their
relation to computational models of hippocampal subﬁeld function and suggest mechanisms by which
the hippocampus could process space and temporal order without the need for speciﬁc contributions
from hippocampal subﬁelds.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Details regarding where and when an event occurred form critical parts of our episodic memory [1–4]. For example, where we
were or what time we met a friend that day often serve as potent
cues for remembering what we had for dinner last night. As part of
its role in storage and retrieval of episodic memories [3,5–8], recent
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evidence strongly implicates the hippocampus and surrounding
cortices in processing spatial and temporal context. Lesion evidence suggests the human medial temporal lobes support aspects
of processing both spatial and temporal details of recently learned
information [9,10]. fMRI evidence demonstrates hippocampal and
parahippocampal involvement, as indexed by increases in the BOLD
signal, during encoding and retrieval of spatial [11–15] and temporal [16,17] context. Paradigms involving retrieval of both spatial and
temporal context similarly demonstrate hippocampal involvement
[18–22]. Finally, recent evidence suggests that the hippocampus
contains not only ‘place cells,’ but also ‘time cells,’ [4,23–26]. Yet
while there is fairly broad consensus that the hippocampus is
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important for storing and retrieving spatial and temporal context
as part of episodic memory, the exact manner in which it processes
spatial and temporal context remains unknown.
The hippocampus is comprised of cytoarchitechtonically distinct subﬁelds, the dentate gyrus, CA3, CA1, and the subiculum.
While several past studies have suggested the importance of hippocampal subﬁelds to human episodic memory, particularly CA3
and CA1 [27–29], pinpointing their contributions to spatial and
temporal episodic memory remains an important challenge. Gilbert
et al. [30], for example, found a double dissociation in deﬁcits
for spatial distance discriminations (distinguishing two objectlocation pairs on a grid from the previous sample phase) and
spatial temporal order discriminations (distinguishing two maze
arms based on their presentation order from the previous sample phase) following DG and CA1 lesions. The authors concluded
differential subregion involvement for spatial and (spatial) temporal processing [30]. An equivalent subﬁeld distinction for spatial
vs. temporal processing, however, has yet to be reported in the
human fMRI literature [21,22]. Azab et al. found that judgments
about spatial arrays and temporal order of presentation resulted
in comparable levels of adaptation across hippocampal subﬁelds.
Similarly, Copara et al. found that activation patterns for spatial and
temporal order judgments spanned multiple subﬁelds but did not
ﬁnd differences between spatial and temporal retrieval, suggesting
that spatial and temporal order judgments were not restricted to
speciﬁc subﬁelds.
One possibility, however, is that these two studies did not
see differences in subﬁeld involvement in spatial vs. temporal
processing due to features of their task design. Speciﬁcally, one
important factor not controlled for in the two studies is that of
interval distance. For instance, the deﬁcits present in Gilbert et al.
vary according to distance in both the spatial and temporal tasks.
Nearby trials in the [30] experiment were more difﬁcult for rats to
discriminate than more distant trials, which in turn showed greater
deﬁcits following CA3 and CA1 lesions, respectively. Additionally,
several studies have shown that deﬁcits and general performance
depend on spatial and temporal distance [31–34], showing that discrimination is more difﬁcult as distance decreases for both spatial
and temporal judgments. Thus, it is unclear whether the distance
discrimination in Copara et al. elicited similar task demands to that
of Gilbert et al. For example, in the Copara et al. study, participants were asked which of two items was closer to a reference
item. It is possible that the participants in the Copara et al. study
consistently relied on the farther of the two distances in order to
correctly respond. Similarly, Azab et al. did not explicitly manipulate spatial or temporal distance when participants viewed arrays
that varied their spatial or temporal information during encoding.
Thus, it could be that a task that better controls distance may show
the distinction that Azab et al. and Copara et al. did not. By better controlling near vs. far intervals between spatial and temporal
judgments, based on past animals studies [30], it would be reasonable to expect greater CA3/DG activation during spatial trials and
greater CA1 activation for temporal trials. We might also expect
differences as a function of near vs. far intervals.
To better understand how spatial and temporal context might
be coded within the hippocampal circuitry, we employed highresolution fMRI coupled with both a univariate and multivariate
approach to our fMRI data. Univariate approaches are generally recognized to provide insight into the degree to which a brain area is
recruited during a task (e.g., [35]). Multivariate pattern similarity
[36,37], in contrast, is a technique involving comparison of patterns of activity in a collection of voxels between different trials.
This necessitates correlating the pattern of voxel activity during
different trials, which we did by comparing patterns of voxels during judgments involving multiple cued elements that were either
nearby or faraway with regard to space or time. The pattern of

voxels recruited may in turn provide insight into the nature of
representations used to solve the task [37]. We employed highresolution imaging to better localize signals within the medial
temporal lobe to subareas such as PHC, CA1, and CA2/CA3/DG
(CA2/CA3/DG cannot be segmented at the acquired resolution),
using the same imaging sequence as our previous study [22]. By
asking participants to judge whether the two probe stores were the
same or different interval distance from the reference, we could
inquire about the degree of activation as well as the patterns of
activity evoked within the hippocampus for successful retrieval
of spatial vs. temporal context during both near (contiguous) and
far (non-contiguous) judgments. Judgments during which participants successfully determined that two probe stores were the same
distance from the reference store better control for spatial or temporal distance than trials that involved different intervals, as used
in our past study [22], and thus same interval trials were the primary focus of our analysis. This in turn allowed us to investigate (1)
whether the degree of activation differed as a function of subﬁeld
during spatial vs. temporal order retrieval; (2) whether the degree
of activation differed as a function of subﬁeld during near vs. far
judgments; (3) whether the (multivariate) patterns of activation
differed during spatial vs. temporal order retrieval; (4) whether
the (multivariate) patterns of activation differed during near vs. far
judgments.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
We tested a total of 18 participants (10 female; ages 18–30)
from the University of California-Davis and the surrounding communities; two participants were excluded due to below chance
performance on all four conditions leaving a total of 16 participants.
All were right-handed and screened for neurological disorders, and
were paid for their participation. All procedures were in accordance
with our Internal Review Board (IRB) Guidelines for experimental
testing.
2.2. Behavioral design: encoding
Participants navigated a virtual city designed using the Landmarks 1.0 package for the Unity game development platform (Unity
Technologies, San Francisco, CA). The city contained six stores
unevenly spaced in a rectangular environment, such that each store
was equidistant from at least one pair of stores, and of unequal
distance from at least one pair of stores. This ensured that later
retrieval of relative distances would be unbiased by the relative
probability of an equidistant or unequally distant comparison.
Field-of-view, depth-of-view, and the dimensions of the layout
were designed such that active navigation of the whole environment was required to encode the relative locations of the stores
and the geometry of the environment.
Participants were instructed to deliver to each store in a
speciﬁed order, moving directly from one store to the next. This
delivery order was designed to be uncorrelated with the spatial
arrangement of the stores. We further designed the delivery order
to avoid any spatial pattern to the temporal sequence (i.e., the order
of deliveries deﬁning a star shape), discouraging the use of spatial
strategy in encoding the delivery order. Following one round of
practice encoding and retrieval (consisting of colored, unlabeled
block-shaped stores in a smaller city to avoid similarity to the
testing environment), participants encoded the experimental city
as part of the main experiment over six blocks (see Fig. 1A and
B). These six blocks were broken into three consecutive encoding
blocks during which participants were instructed to attend space
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as a spatial layout and temporal sequence, respectively. We counterbalanced the order of the encoding blocks (i.e., spatial ﬁrst, or
temporal ﬁrst) equally across participants. We employed two cities,
differing in store identity, layout, and delivery order. Stores in the
unstudied city served as lures for the studied city, and vice versa.
2.3. Behavioral design: retrieval during fMRI

Fig. 1. Encoding and retrieval. (A) An example view of what subjects might see
during encoding within the virtual reality environment. (B) Overhead map of the
virtual environment. (C and D) An example retrieval triad for temporal trials (C)
and spatial trials (D). Subjects were shown the same triads of storefronts in both
spatial and temporal blocks, but were given separate instructions before starting
each run. The reference store is always the top store while source stores are the
two bottom stores. Note, that the reference store is not the same spatial distance
from each source store, but is the same temporal interval from each source store.
(E) A control task was intermixed with encoding and was jittered to last 3 or 6 s.
Subjects made responses to random sequences of X’s and O’s. (F) Trials of interest
were binned into 2 distance/interval categories within both spatial and temporal
blocks. Visual representations of the involved trials are shown with the red and
blue arrows. Lettered store identiﬁers demonstrate the lack of correlation between
spatial layout (left side) and delivery order (right side). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

and three consecutive blocks during which they were instructed
to attend to temporal order. During the spatial encoding blocks,
participants were instructed to pay attention to the locations of
the stores, and the relative distances between them. After each
‘spatial’ block, participants sketched maps representing the layout
of the stores to conﬁrm the use of a spatial strategy for encoding
distances. During the temporal encoding blocks, participants
were instructed to pay attention to the order of the deliveries
and the intervals between deliveries. After each ‘temporal’ block,
participants wrote the six store names in the order of the delivery
sequence to conﬁrm the use of a temporal strategy for encoding
intervals. The location of the stores and the delivery order were
identical for each block. Participants were told that they would
be later tested on this information. By having participants draw
sketch maps and write out the serial order of deliveries of stores,
we ensured participants encoded the two pieces of information

We employed an event-related, blocked design paradigm.
Retrieval was divided into ﬁve consecutive spatial blocks, and ﬁve
consecutive temporal blocks. We structured the order of retrieval
blocks (spatial or temporal) across participants for a fully counterbalanced design across encoding and retrieval. The spatial and
temporal tasks were identical during retrieval. Each spatial and
temporal block began with instructions before imaging began
reminding participants whether they were beginning a spatial or
temporal block.
For each retrieval trial, participants viewed a triad of stores with
no accompanying text or other details (see Fig. 1C and D). Participants were instructed to compare the spatial distance or temporal
interval between each (of two) ‘probe’ store (lower portion of
stimuli) and a single ‘reference’ store (upper portion of stimuli). For
spatial trials, participants indicated with a button press whether
the distance from the left probe store to the reference store was
the same as the distance from the right probe store to the reference store. Similarly, for temporal trials, participants indicated
whether the interval between the delivery to the left probe store
and to the reference store was the same as the interval between
the delivery to the right probe store and to the reference store.
Retrieval stimuli were presented for 6 s. Participants performed an
active baseline task dispersed between trials (see Fig. 1E) to better model task-related hippocampal activations [38], in which they
pressed “1” for the appearance of an “X”, and “2” for the appearance
of an “O”. Each letter appeared for 1 s and each baseline presentation varied between 3 or 6 letters/s as determined using opt-seq2
for optimizing event related design studies [39].
The same 180 trials were presented in corresponding spatial and
temporal blocks. Seventy-two of these trials served as the focus
of our investigation and had probe stores which shared an equal
distance from the reference store. Of these, 36 trials were ‘near’
comparisons in which the source stores were one spatial or temporal “step” from the reference, and the other 36 trials involved ‘far’
comparisons in which the source stores were two spatial or temporal steps from the reference. Seventy-two trials presented ‘unequal’
comparisons in which the two source stores were an unequal spatial or temporal distance from the reference store. Additionally, 36
lure trials presented stores from the unstudied city. Participants
were instructed to press button “1” for all ‘equal’ comparisons,
button “2” for all ‘unequal’ comparisons, and button “3” for lure
trials.
For spatial trials, equally ‘near’ probe stores were one arbitrary
unit away from the reference store (a distance of roughly 6× the
width of a store away from the reference store), and were adjacent
to the references store. Spatial equally ‘far’ trials contained probe
stores that were at least twice the distance of ‘near’ stores from the
reference, and the reference had at least one other pair of probe
stores positioned more closely to the reference. For temporal trials,
equally ‘near’ meant each probe store was one step removed on the
list from the reference store; one probe immediately before, and
one probe immediately after the reference store (i.e., red temporal
near trial E-C-F in Fig. 1B, C, D, F). Temporal equally ‘far’ trials had
probe stores such that one probe occurred two deliveries before,
and the other two deliveries after delivery to the reference store
(i.e., blue temporal far trial A-C-D in Fig. 1F). For spatial and temporal blocks, any disparity in Euclidean distance or temporal interval,
respectively, constituted an unequal trial. Trials were designed
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such that correct responses for spatial trials were uncorrelated
with temporal trials. Stimuli were designed such that both pictorial
arrangements for each triad were presented (i.e., probe-stores
left-right position swapped as E-C-F and F-C-E). Each triad conﬁguration (i.e., E-C-F) appeared nine times in each context (spatial
and temporal). Additionally, trials were pseudo-randomized such
that no identical trials appeared within 24 s of each other and the
order of trials was identical for spatial and temporal blocks.
2.4. Imaging methods
All participants were tested immediately following encoding in the Siemens 64-Channel 3T “Skyra” scanner, located in
the University of California-Davis Imaging Research Center in
Davis (typically about 20 min after the completion of encoding to
allow time for positioning in the scanner). High-resolution images
were acquired employing T2-weighted turbo-spin echo (TSE)
anatomical sequences (TR = 4200.0 ms, TE = 93.0 ms, FOV = 1.9 mm,
ﬂip angle = 139◦ , bandwidth = 199 Hz/pixel), with a resolution of
.4 mm × .4 mm × 2 mm and an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence
(TR = 3000 ms, TE = 29 ms, slices = 36, ﬁeld of view (FOV) = 192 mm,
ﬂip angle = 90◦ , bandwidth = 1462 Hz/pixel), with a ﬁnal resolution of 1.6 mm × 1.6 mm × 2 mm. Sequences were acquired
perpendicular to the long axis of the hippocampus. An additional matched-bandwidth sequence was acquired to aid in
registration of the EPI sequence to the high-resolution scan
(TR = 3000 ms, TE = 38 ms, slices = 36, FOV = 245 mm, ﬂip angle = 90◦ ,
bandwidth = 1446 Hz/pixel).
2.5. Analysis methods
Preprocessing and parameter estimation was performed in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, The Wellcome Department of
Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). Each
EPI sequence underwent slice-timing and motion correction before
estimation using a canonical hemodynamic response function.
All multivariate pattern similarity analyses were performed on
unsmoothed data. Parameter estimates (betas) were analyzed in
MATLAB using in-house scripts. Diffeomorphic warping was performed using Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) to warp each
participants hippocampus to a representative subject [40].
2.6. Task vs. baseline univariate ROI analysis
To compare task related activity to our baseline task, a single
parameter estimate for each block modeled all tasks against an
implicitly modeled baseline, with an additional nuisance regressor modeling motion artifact. Parameter estimates were averaged
across block and ROI. Testing blocks with below chance performance were not analyzed (an average of 0.6 blocks per subject ± 0.4
out of 10 total). Finally, activation levels were compared with baseline using a one-sample t test.
2.7. Trial type univariate analysis
Parameter estimates were generated using a design matrix
including a separate regressor for each trial and an additional nuisance regressor modeling motion artifact. This generated a unique beta image for each of our 180 spatial
and 180 temporal trials. Voxels 2 standard deviations from
the mean were excluded from analysis. Correct trials were
then binned and averaged according to block (spatial vs. temporal) and interval (near vs. far), leaving each participant with a
mean beta image for each condition. Each participant’s parameter estimates were then aligned to group space via a representative

template participant using ANTs [40]. To ensure sub-region alignment, diffeomorphic warping parameters were generated using a
registration protocol developed in our lab. This protocol makes use
of ANTs ability to combine multiple similarity metrics into a single
alignment metric. This alignment metric weighs the similarity of
both structural images and centroid-weighted ROI information to
achieve group level ROI alignment. All multivariate pattern similarity analyses were performed using the beta estimates described
in this section.
2.8. Searchlight multivariate pattern similarity analysis
Multivariate pattern similarity analysis (MPSA) involves correlating parameter estimates between two different trials within
a collection of voxels. We performed MPSA using a searchlight
methodology [37], which involved correlated parameter estimates
within condition (spatial near vs. spatial near) using a 2 voxel radius
searchlight sphere. The searchlight sphere traversed through the
entire MTL, and thus identiﬁed areas within the MTL without any
pre-identiﬁcation by subregion. As the searchlight volume traveled
from one voxel to another, it calculated MPS for each condition at
each new voxel to create a statistical map for each condition. These
subject level maps were then warped to group space, contrasted,
and clustered analogously to univariate group analysis techniques.
Control of false positives is discussed later in this section.
2.9. Multivariate pattern similarity trial comparisons
In all our MPS analyses, correlations were made between two
trials of the same condition. In our primary analysis, we performed
correlations between all trials within the same trial category (e.g.,
spatial near correlated with other spatial near trials). Since correlations are inherently a pairwise comparison, many correlations
were performed and then averaged together for a metric of withincondition similarity (Fig. 2). Speciﬁcally, we calculated all possible
combinations of comparisons between independent trials that corresponded to a speciﬁc trial type, yielding a correlation matrix
for each condition. The unique values (upper triangle) of this
correlation matrix were then averaged together to give a metric
of overall correlation within a trial type. Notably, within-block
comparisons were excluded due to temporal autocorrelation of
parameter estimates. Within and between triad analyses were performed following the above procedure with the exception that
correlations were further segregated according to within-triad and
between-triad. Correlating across all possible triads within spatial
and temporal context provided insight into the extent to which
elements within these two contexts share commonalities.
2.10. Control of false positives
As suggested in Kriegeskorte et al. [36], we used a bootstrap
resampling procedure to estimate false positive levels. We did
this by randomly shufﬂing trial labels between conditions before
performing group-level ANOVAS at F ≥ 4.9. Performing 1000 labelshufﬂed-group-analyses gave distributions of the false positive
cluster size for each contrast. We then plotted each contrast’s distribution and determined the voxel volume cut-off corresponding
to the top 1% of the distribution. This voxel volume served as the
p < .01 threshold. Thus, clusters whose volume exceeded 99% of the
bootstrapped false-positive distribution were considered signiﬁcant and are indicated as p < .01 (corrected). For univariate analyses
reported here, we employed alpha sim, which uses the family wise
error rate to simulate false positives. We employed a voxelwise
p < .01, which corresponded to a cluster size of 52.
For both MPS and univariate analyses, we report only clusters
that exceeded our false positive rate above.
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Fig. 2. Visual representation of analysis method. This ﬁgure demonstrates the ﬂow of each subject’s data. (1) Parameter estimates of all trials are extracted within a collection
of voxels and sorted according to condition. (2) Within each condition, all combinations of pairwise correlations are computed to give a trial × trial correlation matrix.
(3) Within-block comparisons are removed from the matrix due to temporal autocorrelation. (4) The unique pairwise correlations (upper triangle, excluding within block
correlations) are averaged together to generate an average correlation of each condition.

3. Results
3.1. Faster and more accurate responses for near than far trials
All participants performed signiﬁcantly above chance on item
recognition and performed overall above chance for spatial and
temporal trials (Table 1). Performance on “equal” trials, the trials of interest in which the intervals between the reference and
probe stores were equal, differed according to spatial and temporal
contextual retrieval and near and far discriminations. An ANOVA
revealed a main effect of block (spatial vs. temporal retrieval,
F(1,15) = 19.749, p < .0001), with better performance for spatial trials (see Table 1). There was also an effect of distance (near > far
judgments, F(1,15) = 7.661, p = .014). Thus, near trials were more
often judged correctly than far trials (and done so more quickly, see
Table 1). Given some of these differences in performance, all subsequent fMRI analyses involved only correct trials. To further control
for this effect, we included performance as a covariate whenever
possible.

3.2. Behavioral independence of spatial layout and temporal
order information during retrieval
Although we designed our encoding task to minimize confounding between the spatial layout and temporal order, the possibility
remains that the spatial retrieval facilitated temporal retrieval,
or vice versa. For example, retrieval of the layout may facilitate
retrieval of the order of individual delivery routes, or retrieval of
individual routes may facilitate retrieval of the layout. To determine whether spatial and temporal retrieval supported each other,
we tested whether probabilities of correct retrieval for matched trials were statistically independent. Such independence requires that
the conditional probabilities be equal to the marginal probabilities
[41]. We found no signiﬁcant difference between Pspatial|temporal and
Pspatial (.91 vs. .92; t(30) = .2, p = .8), nor between Ptemporal|spatial and
Ptemporal (.86 vs. .87; t(30) = .4, p = .7). These ﬁndings support the
independence of spatial and temporal representations at retrieval.

Additionally, we conducted Monte Carlo simulations based on each
participant’s actual hit rate and modeled a random distribution of
spatial and temporal correct responses across trials. We found no
signiﬁcant difference between simulated and actual rates of conjunctive spatial and temporal order retrieval, suggesting again that
these representations are treated as functionally separate information during our task.

3.3. Univariate effects: spatial and temporal trials activate the
hippocampal subﬁelds at statistically indistinguishable levels
We ﬁrst addressed whether spatial and temporal retrieval
resulted in activation above baseline within the hippocampus,
which we fully anticipated based on our past studies [20,22]. To
address this issue, we performed a univariate group-space cluster
analysis to assess activation within the PHC and hippocampus generally (see methods, task vs. baseline). Fig. 3 shows the results of
task vs. baseline (one-sample t-test) broken down by each condition. Results revealed two large clusters in left (1402 voxels) and
right (1299 voxels) MTL showing activity greater than baseline
(t = 2.6, p < .01). Analysis of this cluster revealed that it extended
throughout the MTL and encapsulated large percentages of CA3DG,
CA1, and PHC (CA3DG: 93.39 ± 2.10%, CA1: 98.12 ± 0.36%, PHC:
98.40 ± 0.49%). No subﬁelds differed in terms of their activation
levels.
Next, we wanted to determine whether the conditions of our
task recruited similar hippocampal networks, or rather if certain
subﬁelds were recruited differentially by either interval (trials
with near or far interval) or block (spatial or temporal) using a univariate analysis. To investigate these issues, we conducted a 2 × 2
block by distance ANOVA (see methods, univariate analysis) using
a group analysis. No clusters reached signiﬁcance. These ﬁndings
suggest that there were no univariate effects of block or interval
in our data and that our task recruited a similar network of MTL
sub-ﬁelds regardless of block or interval distance. Thus, although
retrieving both spatial layout and temporal order information
activated the hippocampus, we did not ﬁnd any (statistically

Table 1
Performance and reaction time. All conditions were signiﬁcantly greater than chance. Group level 2 way (spatial vs. temporal by near vs. far) ANOVA on same trials
revealed a main effect of block (spatial vs. temporal, F(1,15) = 19.749, p < .0001), with better performance for spatial trials and a main effect of distance (near > far judgments,
F(1,15) = 7.661, p = .014), with better performance for near trials.

Performance
Reaction Time

Same spat near

Same spat far

Same temp near

Same temp far

Diff spat

Diff temp

98.28 ± 0.56
2.178 ± 0.143

92.89 ± 2.85
2.633 ± 0.256

88.93 ± 4.37
2.974 ± 0.113

82.92 ± 4.57
3.503 ± 0.110

91.71 ± 2.21
2.899 ± 0.150

92.48 ± 2.70
2.869 ± 0.192
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Fig. 3. Univariate results. Group level contrast of task activation greater than baseline. (A) Coronal cross section of both left (1402 voxels) and right (1299 voxels)
hemisphere clusters exhibiting task greater than baseline (t > 2.6, p < .01 corrected).
(B) Average activations broken down by condition. Left and right hemisphere clusters were pooled, then voxel activations were averaged to ﬁnd the average activation
for each condition for each subject.

signiﬁcant) differential pattern of activation as a function of spatial
vs. temporal or near vs. far judgments.
3.4. Multivariate pattern similarity analysis for spatial vs.
temporal order retrieval: no difference in patterns of activation
across subﬁelds
We next used within condition MPSA to determine whether the
patterns of activation differed as a function of either behavioral task
or subﬁeld. To address this issue, we employed a 2 × 2 block (spatial vs. temporal) by distance (near vs. far judgment) ANOVA using
a searchlight (see methods). We computed MPS within correct spatial or temporal trials involving near (probe stores contiguous with
the reference store) or far distances (probe stores non-contiguous
with the reference store). This method allowed us to simultaneously address whether there were differences as a function of
block (e.g., spatial > temporal), distance (near > far), or differences
between distances and spatial vs. temporal blocks (i.e., interaction
effect). It also allowed us to identify any differences across subﬁelds.
This analysis revealed one signiﬁcant cluster showing a signiﬁcant
(p < .01, corrected) interaction effect: this cluster spanned multiple
subﬁelds, including anterior CA, subiculum, CA23DG, and CA1 (23
voxels). For this cluster, near trials displayed higher mean MPS than
far trials for temporal blocks while spatial blocks showed higher
MPS for far compared to near trials (Fig. 4B; F(1,15) = 15.8, p < .001).
No other clusters reached signiﬁcance nor did any main effects (spatial vs. temporal, near vs. far) reach signiﬁcance. Post hoc two-tailed
t-tests revealed that temporal near trials showed greater MPS than

Fig. 4. MPSA interaction effect. Group level 2 way (spatial vs. temporal by near
vs. far) ANOVA revealed a signiﬁcant cluster of 23 voxels displaying interaction
effect with F ≥ 4.9. (A) Coronal cross section of right hemisphere shows cluster comprised of anterior hippocampal CA ﬁelds, CA23DG, CA1, and subiculum. (B) Bar graph
of within cluster MPSA for spatial near (SN), spatial far (SF), temporal near (TN),
and temporal far (TF). Direction of interaction effect revealed by t test with spatial far > spatial near p ≤ .01 and temporal near > temporal far p ≤ .05. (C) Average
parameter estimates reveal no signiﬁcant differences by condition.
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far trials (t(15) = 2.1, p < .05). In contrast, spatial far trials showed
greater MPS than near trials (t(15) = 4.6, p < .001).
Further analysis of this cluster revealed there were no signiﬁcant differences in the average parameter estimates (beta weights)
across the cluster (2 × 2 ANOVA, all effects p > .76, Fig. 4C), suggesting that the differences in MPS within this cluster could
not be accounted for by differences in activation levels between
blocks or trials. Additionally, the interaction effect remained
signiﬁcant when participant performance was entered as a covariate (F(1,14) = 9.2, p < .01). Analysis of the location of the cluster
determined that the cluster was present to a greater extent in
hippocampus proper compared to PHC (%volume in hippocampus > %volume in PHC, t(15) = 31, p < <.001). These results suggested
three important ﬁndings: (1) spatial and temporal retrieval resulted
in differences in the relationship of MPS for near vs. far judgments;
(2) these patterns could not be attributed to a single subﬁeld; (3)
this effect was more present in hippocampus than PHC.
To further investigate this effect we conducted two follow-up
analyses that segregated each condition into their component parts. In our original MPS searchlight, each condition
included correlations between repeated presentations of identical triads (within-triad, e.g., comparisons between different red
triads and comparisons between different blue triads, Fig. 1F),
and comparisons between presentations of non-identical triads
(between-triad, e.g., comparisons between red and blue triads,
Fig. 1F). To ensure that the effect was not driven by item differences, our follow up analysis separated these effects to give
us a within-triad and between-triad measure for each condition
(spatial near, spatial far, temporal near, and temporal far). We conducted separate 2 × 2, block by distance ANOVA searchlights for the
within-triad and between-triad conditions. Both the within-triad
(Fig. 5A and B) and between-triad searchlights revealed interaction
effect clusters that overlapped with the cluster from our original
analysis. The within-triad analysis revealed a 6 voxel cluster showing a signiﬁcant interaction effect (Fig. 5B), F(1,15) = 10.1764, p < .01.
The between-triad analysis revealed an 8 voxel cluster showing a
signiﬁcant interaction effect F(1,15) = 10.4906, p < .01.
Although the presence of the interaction effect in the withintriad condition argues against item-related effects driving the
near/far vs. spatial/temporal interaction effect in our earlier analyses, we performed a ﬁnal MPS analysis to attempt to rule out this
potential confound. Due to the nature of this paradigm, item overlap was not held constant across all conditions. For example, in
Fig. 1F, temporal near trials demonstrate an overlap in store identity of two items between red and blue triads. This means that the
higher MPS of temporal near trials could be driven, in part, by speciﬁc items. To investigate the interaction effect cluster’s sensitivity
to item repetition, we conducted a control analysis which calculated MPS between store triads involving either no overlap in store
identity, 1 overlapping store, 2 overlapping stores, or 3 overlapping
stores (Fig. 5D). These analyses were conducted such that correlations were made between trials within spatial or temporal trials
but did not include comparisons between spatial and a temporal
trials, leaving room for the possibility that items could be encoded
differently with regard to spatial or temporal context. If the cluster were sensitive to item identity we would expect an increase in
MPS as we move from 0 item overlap to 3 item overlap. We did not
ﬁnd any effects of MPS as a function of item overlap, suggesting our
effects were not driven by differences in item overlap.

4. Discussion
The current study examined the behavioral and neural characteristics of memory for spatial and temporal contextual judgments
in which participants had to utilize their knowledge about the
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relative distance of items experienced within these two contexts.
First, and most importantly, participants performed well above
chance on all aspects of our paradigm, suggesting that they accurately retrieved spatial and temporal order information for both
nearby and further away items within spatial and temporal context. Our behavioral data also showed that participants responded
more accurately and faster for items nearby within both spatial
and temporal contexts compared to those faraway. This suggests
that participants were most likely using an associative strategy to
retrieve spatial and temporal order involving remembering adjacent items to retrieve items that were further away, also known
as chaining [42]. Finally, our behavioral data showed that spatial
and temporal contextual retrieval did not signiﬁcantly facilitate
each other, suggesting that, at least as far as our behavioral data
revealed, retrieving the spatial layout did not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the probability of retrieving the temporal sequence, and vice
versa.
Analyzing correct trials in which participants retrieved items
that were either nearby or further away within the spatial or
temporal layout, we found signiﬁcant levels of activation using a
univariate approach when we compared correct spatial and temporal order retrieval with our baseline (control task). This cluster
spanned multiple subﬁelds and a contrast of spatial vs. temporal order retrieval did not show differential subﬁeld involvement.
These ﬁndings suggested that neither spatial nor temporal order
retrieval could be unambiguously assigned to a single subﬁeld, at
least in our task (see also: [21,22]). These ﬁndings largely mirror
(and thus generally replicate) our past work on this issue [20,22]
and extend them to a task showing behavioral effects consistent
with an associative retrieval strategy. No other univariate effects
were signiﬁcant, suggesting that near vs. far spatial and temporal judgments similarly did not activate speciﬁc subﬁelds, at least
within our task. Together, these ﬁndings suggest that while spatial
and temporal order retrieval involve the hippocampus, no speciﬁc
subﬁelds differentially performed these decomposable functions in
our task, such as spatial vs. temporal order retrieval or near vs. far
judgments, at least as measured with fMRI.
Using a multivariate approach, we also correlated response
patterns between respective trials (spatial near vs. spatial near,
temporal near vs. temporal near, spatial far vs. spatial far, and temporal far vs. temporal far). Because this approach involved pooling
correlated voxel response patterns between multiple stimulus triads together, it necessitated additional contrasts to try to rule out
the alternative explanation that our effects were driven by storespeciﬁc responses. We found a large (23 voxels) and signiﬁcant
cluster of activity showing differences in multivariate pattern similarity for spatial vs. temporal retrieval as a function of interval (near
vs. far). No other main effects were signiﬁcant (spatial vs. temporal or near vs. far). Importantly, this cluster spanned multiple
subﬁelds (anterior CA, subiculum, CA23DG, and CA1). Our followup analysis showed that this cluster could not be explained by
stimulus-speciﬁc representations amongst the different triads or
differences in performance. It is important to note that using similar high-resolution sequences, other studies have reported subﬁeld
speciﬁcity [22,43–46]. Thus, our data add an important piece to
this literature by suggesting that retrieving information regarding
the spatial or temporal proximity of elements within spatial or
temporal context results in similar patterns of activity spanning
multiple subﬁelds. Thus, overall, our ﬁndings are more consistent
with models that posit similar roles for hippocampal subﬁelds generally in retrieving contextual information [47,48] compared to
models positing differences in spatial vs. temporal order processing
for speciﬁc subﬁelds [49,50].
There are also several important caveats that we would like
to mention regarding our results. Past models hypothesizing differences in subﬁeld involvement in spatial vs. temporal order
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Fig. 5. Control for item repetition. (A–C) Referring to Fig. 1f, for each condition, pairwise correlations are computed between repetitions of red triads and between repetitions
of blue triads, but not between red and blue triads. (A) This analysis reveals a similar but smaller cluster in the same location. (B) Bar graph of each condition’s within triad
pattern similarity. (C) Cluster from the within triad analysis (yellow) is laid on top of the primary analysis (red). (D) Overlap analysis within the 23 voxels from Fig. 4. If
the area were sensitive to item identity, we would expect a linear increasing trend. Computing MPSA between all trials, and binning as a function of the number of items
common in each comparison reveals no signiﬁcant effect of item identity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

representation have focused speciﬁcally on the issue of pattern
separation [49]. In our task, however, it is not clear the extent to
which pattern separation might be involved in successful retrieval
of either near or far pieces of information from recently learned
spatial vs. temporal context. Pattern separation is often deﬁned as
a process that is constrained to encoding which involves separating two representations so they can be better discriminated during
retrieval [51,52]. Because we scanned at retrieval, it is unlikely
that we are viewing active pattern separation processes consistent
with this deﬁnition. Another conceptualization of pattern separation, however, is the minimization of connections that mutually
represent two events [53]. Based on this deﬁnition then, it may
be possible to measure the degree of pattern separation at reinstatement using methods such as multivariate pattern analysis or
adaptation. Thus, while pattern separation processes would appear
more likely to occur during encoding, our multivariate pattern similarity results may speak to the degree that pattern-separated events
were reinstated at retrieval [22].
The issue of pattern separation during spatial and temporal
order retrieval is further complicated by our behavioral results.
Typically, distance judgments with cued items demonstrate that
reaction times are slower and performance is worse for nearby
compared to far away items [30,31]. These ﬁndings are consistent
with a strength-based, or recency-based retrieval strategy in which
trace strength is used to judge interval distance [54]. Furthermore,

it has been argued that successful use of this retrieval strategy relies
on the ability to pattern separate [30]. Spatial and temporal contextual details in our task could conceivably be retrieved using this
strategy. However, our behavioral results demonstrate the opposite pattern of what might be expected if participants employed a
recency-based strategy. Instead, we ﬁnd higher performance and
lower reaction time for nearby than far trials. This indicates that
participants may have represented non-cued, intermediary items
via an associative rather than a recency-based strategy. This would
appear to indicate that participants retrieved distance using associative information, presumably via chaining [42]. Unfortunately,
it is not yet clear how these more complicated retrieval processes
might involve pattern separation, making the neural results difﬁcult to interpret. Because pattern separation remains a theoretical
construct to explain one of the many complex steps involved in
memory, we can only speculate on the degree to which our task
involved this process. Given the ﬁnding of an interaction effect in
the MPSA results, however, we feel it is more likely that this ﬁnding indicates differences in contextual representation than pattern
separation per se. It may be difﬁcult to say whether our MPSA ﬁndings speak directly to models such as the Rolls and Kesner model
because they are based on results that assume lower performance
for near vs. far pairs, the opposite of our behavioral results. In this
case, our univariate results would simply suggest that we could ﬁnd
no subﬁeld speciﬁcity for spatial layout vs. temporal order retrieval,
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as suggested in past human studies [21,22] and that our results cannot be extended to either refute or bolster computational models
of subﬁeld function involving pattern separation.
Nonetheless, it is instructive to consider how our MPSA results
might imply how spatial and temporal context might be processed
within the hippocampal circuit without the need for subﬁeld speciﬁc representations. Although we must be cautious in linking
our ﬁndings directly to representations of speciﬁc stores, in part
because our task involved multiple stimuli and representations
simultaneously during retrieval, we think it is reasonable to speculate how they might relate to the larger issue of spatial vs. temporal
order contextual representation. As argued above, some form of
spatial or temporal context representation was needed to correctly
respond to questions. Consistent with this assumption, studies in
the rodent literature have interpreted ﬁndings with regard to representation of multiplexed contextual information [55,56]. At a basic
level, then, our results could indicate that spatial and temporal contextual representations differed with regard to a common variable:
nearness. This could indicate potential differences in the associative
structure of how a spatial layout is organized in memory compared
to a temporal sequence. For example, theoretical proposals on temporal order representation suggest a chained association model of
encoding and retrieval. According to these models, items during
encoding are associated with each other and then retrieved based
on a “chaining” mechanism in which the ﬁrst item cues the second item, and so forth [42]. This may, in part, be due to a drifting
temporal context, which continuously changes over the task and
may be an additional factor inﬂuencing how items are encoded
and retrieved during serial order learning [57,58]. In contrast,
most theoretical proposals regarding spatial coding suggest that
space involves a holistic, multidimensional representation in which
details of the environment become integrated across multiple
viewings and time points [59–63]. Behavioral studies support this
assertion, suggesting that forming a cognitive map involves integrating multiple trajectories through space across time [59,60,64],
which creates a more holistic, less elementized representation [59].
Thus, one possible interpretation of our ﬁndings is that near and
far items differed in their representation for spatial vs. temporal
context due to differences in how a temporal vs. spatial layout is
stored associatively. Speciﬁcally, temporal order involves discrete,
elementized representations over time, suggesting more distant
representations would be more completely differentiated. In contrast, a spatial layout might involve a more holistic representation,
predicting more similarity for near vs. far elements within the context.
Another important possibility, however, is that differences in
retrieval strategies are responsible for our results. Strategy use
in contextual memory retrieval is currently not well understood,
however, it could be that participants used fundamentally different
strategies to retrieve near and far elements of spatial layout vs. temporal order. For example, while temporal contiguity in free recall
is thought to be supported by context cued episodic recall, temporally non-contiguous recall may be supported by a more semantic
search strategy [65]. Partially analogous to these strategy differences in temporal context, spatial near and far judgments could
differentially rely on egocentric and allocentric strategies. Specifically, far judgments could be facilitated by using a more holistic
allocentric strategy while near spatial judgments might be easier
to solve using an egocentric strategy based on recent spatial views
[66]. Because our current paradigm did not investigate representations for individual stores, we can only speculate on whether our
results stem from representational differences between the two
contexts vs. differences in how participants go about retrieving
these two bits of information in the ﬁrst place. While representation and strategy are almost certainly interrelated during memory
retrieval, our paradigm does not allow a clear separation of these
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two theoretical constructs due to our use of multiple store probes
during retrieval.
In conclusion, we investigated how retrieving either spatial or
temporal context would affect activations and patterns of activations within the hippocampus. Our ﬁndings suggest that while
the speciﬁc subﬁelds recruited during spatial vs. temporal order
retrieval did not differ, the patterns of activity, as measured with
MPS, did differ. These data thus provide greater insight into how the
hippocampus processes spatial and temporal information as well
as how the same brain region (the hippocampus) might be able
to store and process different contextual representations involved
in the same events. Our past work suggested that the hippocampus might represent a convergence zone for processing spatial and
temporal processing, which might differentiate within the cortex according to the neural oscillatory frequency at which they
occur [67]. Our current ﬁndings suggest that within the hippocampal convergence zone, although the speciﬁc subﬁelds involved did
not differ for spatial vs. temporal order retrieval, the patterns of
activated voxels did, which we speculate could in turn relate to
representational differences between the two contexts. Although
we can only speculate on these issues, we hope to explore this issue
in greater depth in future work.
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